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!
How to shop 

!
UK 

You can purchase anything from this catalogue directly from us in five easy steps:!

1. Browse items!

2. Email yen@yenooi.com with a list of items you would like and quantity of each. Please use the 
references where possible, and when no quantity is mentioned, ONE is assumed! 
Please provide: 
i. full name 
ii. email  
iii. phone number 
iv. delivery address!

3. Yen will check for stock and reply with a confirmation and invoice, including postage!

4. Pay via PayPal!

5. Receive a confirmation and wait for the arrival of the goodies!

!
Rest of the World 

Please email yen@yenooi.com with items you are interested in, and information on where you are 
based. We will respond with the best purchase methods for you.!

Any questions, contact us on yen@yenooi.com.!

Thank you!!
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Menu of items 
!

BOOK - Sun: Queens of Earth (ref. SUN)$
£5.99 Limited stock (estimated delivery mid-August) $
Yen’s debut novel, Sun: Queens of Earth is now available. 
Order here for a signed copy! 

“Even though our children are beyond our reach now, we have faith 
that the future will be a better place than what we know. A faith that 
people had previously placed in the trust of religion and God, we 
now place in ourselves, in humanity.”!

A Great War has ravaged the Earth and left humankind a shadow of 
its former self. Faced with the mortality of their race, those who 
remain press on with a new found humility and strive for equality in 
their drive to advance the species. Hope lies on the frontier for 
humanity as new technologies and a profound discovery push them 
out into space. The chance to begin again is at hand, but will the old 
fears and the old ways return and hamper mankind’s progress once 
again? Two girls, the seed of humanity’s greatest aspirations, must find the courage to choose.!

eBook available from Amazon (price may vary)!

BOOK - Eat (ref. EAT)$
£5.99 Limited stock $
Since George Romero's Night of the Living Dead came out in 1968, 
the world of zombies has been defined as one in which the lumbering 
dead shamble about in search of brains. Spectacle PMG has dug a 
little deeper to stretch the genre and bring you tales of the dead from 
across town and across the centuries. !

Step into these pages and you will find that the history books might 
be hiding something. So, too, might be the courteous neighbor down 
the street. With prize winning stories from Nick Pugliese and Yen 
Ooi you can light a candle and enjoy well-rounded and genre bending 
evenings of horror.!

Yen’s story, ‘Nine Lives’ is featured in this zombie anthology.!

!
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POSTCARDS -$
Collection, all four (ref. PCALL) - £2.00$ Individual - £0.70$
!
ref. PCSTRIPE $ $ $ $ $ ref. PCCHRYS$

ref. PCELEPH$ $ $ $ $ ref. PCDREAM$

!
UK Postage Guidelines 

!
One to three books, with/without postcards (up to 1kg)$

First class ! £3.20!

Second class! £2.80!

Signed for! £4.30!

Postcards only, up to 16 pieces (up to 100gms)$
First class! £0.62!

Second class! £0.53!

Signed for! £1.72
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